Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy: A Promising Tool for Probing the Reaction Interface of Li-Ion Battery Materials.
Imaging of the Li-insertion/extraction [Li-in/out] interface of the electrode materials of Li-ion batteries is essential to reveal their bulk mechanism of electrochemical reaction and phase behavior in the crystal. Generally, the material properties significantly change at this interface. Therefore, direct probing of the changing properties is a promising approach to reliably investigate the Li-in/out interface in the bulk crystal of electrode materials. In this study, we investigated the change in electron conductivity of rutile-TiO2 with Li-insertion and extraction, as a model for the electrochemical interface of a bulk crystal of electrode material. In addition, we probed the interface using logarithm contact resistance [log R (Ω)] imaging via scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM). A distinct Li-in/out interface on the rutile-TiO2(001) wafer was observed using this technique. The imaging resolution of this region was estimated to be approximately 40-50 nm in SSRM images, which was two to three times higher than the resolution of the topographic image (100-150 nm), which was restricted to the curvature radius of the SSRM probe tip. A high spatial resolution was obtained via SSRM imaging because this approach is not influenced by the geometric effects of the surface. This result demonstrated the potential of SSRM imaging for the study of the Li-in/out interface.